
David Malloy

We may not be Chicago, but our city can get windy – just ask anyone
who was in downtown Regina this spring during the big windstorm in
April.

Researchers at the University of Regina thought it might be time
to start taking advantage of our brisk prairie breezes. In an effort to
increase campus sustainability and provide wind power teaching and
research opportunities, the University and Innovation Place installed
a 3.5 kW/hour Cleanfield Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) on the
roof of 2 Research Drive. The energy generated from the turbine
contributes directly to the electrical power supply of the University,
reducing energy consumption from fossil fuels.

“As far as we know, this is the first vertical wind turbine in the city
of Regina to be connected to SaskPower’s electrical grid through net
metering,” says Dr. Amr Henni, professor of Engineering and Applied
Science at the University of Regina. It is the first of many he and his
project partner Dr. Garth Pickard, Faculty of Education, would like to
see installed on campus.

The project is being conducted in collaboration with the University’s
Office of Energy and Environment, Facilities Management and
University-Industry Liaison Office, as well as Innovation Place Regina,
Wascana Authority and SaskPower.

“Our wind research program is an integral part of a larger and long
lasting initiative that reflects the University of Regina’s Strategic Plan:
mâmawohkamâtowin: Our Work, Our People, Our Communities, in
re-orienting research and learning to address sustainability,” says Dr.
David Malloy, Associate Vice-President of Research. “The turbine
represents to the community the University’s commitment to education
for sustainable development.”

The University’s wind program is endorsed by the United Nations and
supported by the United Nations University Regional Centre
of Expertise on Education for Sustainable
Development in Saskatchewan. “This initiative is a
collaborative process of learning through research,
education and training, which will create the
cognitive knowledge, practical skills and values that
are fundamental to living sustainably,” says Dr. Garth
Pickard.

As an integral part of the wind energy
program, graduate students conducted
applied research in wind assessment
and wind turbine technology such as
predicting wind resources in southern
Saskatchewan and power production
in an actual wind farm.

The second phase of the research, if
funded, will add a 10 kW horizontal
wind turbine and a 50 meter
meteorological station in order to
monitor atmospheric conditions in
Regina and obtain the power curves
of the tested wind turbines. The
ultimate goal is to make the University
a test centre for small wind turbines
to help Saskatchewan residents meet
their energy needs and further develop
renewable energy in the province.

For more information about energy and
environment research on campus,
visit www.uregina.ca/oee/

Five years ago, Andrew Millard’s university education got a jump-start when he attended URConnected!,

a free day-long orientation for Grade 12 students considering university. Earlier this year, Andrew earned

his Kinesiology degree in Recreation and Sport Administration after completing a five-month internship

in the Big Apple with the New York Rangers.

Do you have a son or daughter considering going to the University of Regina next year?

Why not register them for UR Connected! Your teen will meet current students, explore campus,

tour residences, meet professors and advisors, and take the next step towards a successful university

education. UR Connected! happens October 21 and 22. We even have a special session exclusively

for parents and guardians.

For more information, or to register, go to urconnected.ca, or give us a call at 1-800-644-4756.

Want to give your teen a head start on university?

Get connected.

Don and Andrew Millardew Millard
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Monday, October 4 8 p.m.
Playwrights Reading Series

Hosted by the Theatre Department, in partnership with the Saskatchewan
Writers Guild and with the assistance of the Playwrights Guild of Canada,
the Canada Council for the Arts and the Saskatchewan Playwrights Centre
featuring a reading of Marjorie Chan’s recent dramatic work.

Speaker: Marjorie Chan
Location: Shu-Box Theatre, Riddell Centre

For further information, call the Theatre Department at (306) 585-5562.

Thursday, October 7 7:30 p.m.
Coffee House Controversies

Coffee House Controversies is an ongoing public lecture series presented by
the Faculty of Arts and in cooperation with Chapters Bookstore (Southland
Mall, 2625 Gordon Road). Each event is a 20 minute, informal ‘hot topic’
discussion by a University of Regina Faculty of Arts professor, followed by
20 minutes of audience questions.

“Is the Grass Really Greener Over There? The Unexpected Impact of
Climate Change on the Native Prairie”
Speaker: Dr. Joe Piwowar

The Earth’s climate is changing. Globally, the Earth’s temperature has
increased by 1.5°C over the past century. The years 2000–09 were the
warmest on record. In Saskatchewan, we have experienced even greater
warming, with some places like Swift Current showing temperatures
increases of up to 3°C since 1900. Climate scientists tell us to expect even
more warming and increased aridity over the next century. How will all this
change affect our environment? Geographers are looking into the past to
see if there is anything that we can learn from the environment’s reaction
to similar changes that might help us predict what we might expect in the
future. Amongst our findings is an unexpected increase in native vegetation
productivity in the mixed-grass prairie and it has nothing to do with this
wet year.

For further information, call Milagros at (306) 585-4226.

Thursday, October 14 9 a.m.
Public Forum

“Responding: Our Role in Education for Sustainable Development”
Terrace Building, 10 Research Drive, Innovation Place

The University of Regina is hosting a public forum on re-orienting post-
secondary education to address sustainability.

For more information on this forum or energy and environment research on
campus, call Elsa at (306) 337-3291 or visit www.uregina.ca/oee/

Thursday, October 14 8 p.m.
2010 CBC Massey Lecture

University Theatre, Riddell Centre
Tickets: www.admission.com (search Massey Lecture for pricing)

Celebrated Canadian author and artist, Douglas Coupland, a cultural
commentator with international impact, presents this year’s lectures in the
form of a novel, Player One. What is to Become of Us.

Each of the five lectures is given in one of five cities and recorded for
broadcast. Regina is hour two.

The novel and lecture together present a story set over five hours in an
airport lounge which asks; at what point do humans stop being humans
and become something else? Where, if anywhere, do modernity and
classical theology overlap? What is time? What is the human essence? And
how does storytelling fit into all of this?

For further information about the Massey Lecture Series, visit
www.cbc.ca/ideas/


